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QUESTION 1

You are a warehouse manager. You handle an operation of cross-docking item A-150002 to a customer. 

40 items were put in the cross-dock bin through a warehouse receipt, but only 30 were shipped to the 

customer. 

How do you remove the remaining items from the cross-dock bin? Choose the 2 that apply. 

A. By creating an internal pick for the remaining quantity 

B. By creating an internal put-away for the remaining quantity 

C. By creating a movement in the movement worksheet 

D. By undoing the source warehouse receipt for the remaining quantity 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 2

What check box do you select on the Item Tracking Code card to make the program require serial numbers when using
Warehouse Management Systems to ship items with this code defined? 

A. SN Specific Tracking 

B. SN Warehouse Tracking 

C. Outbound SN Sales Tracking 

D. Outbound SN No. Info. Must Exist 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

You are a warehouse manager. You work at a location that uses Warehouse Management Systems. You find out that
two items A-13055 were critically damaged during a movement operation. What journals do you use to register the
quantity of items destroyed, and to remove these items from inventory? Choose the 2 that apply. 

A. Warehouse Reclassification Journal 

B. Warehouse Consumption Journal 

C. Warehouse Item Journal 

D. Item Journal 

Correct Answer: CD 



 

QUESTION 4

What do you use the consumption journal for in relation to Warehouse Management Systems? 

A. Making item components available for manufacturing 

B. Posting item components taken for production 

C. Moving ready items to the outbound production bin 

D. Creating internal put-aways for items output by production 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

You are a warehouse manager. Your company establishes a new location. You need to set up the location to use the
Warehouse Management Systems functionality. Which check box do you select on the new locations card? 

A. Bin Mandatory 

B. Use Cross-Docking 

C. Allow Breakbulk 

D. Directed Put-away and Pick 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 6

You are a warehouse manager. You create a shipment document for selling items with a specific lot number, and you
need to print an instruction for the warehouse employee to pick these items. How do you make the program include Lot
No. in this instruction? 

A. When you print the created shipment, select the Show Serial/Lot No. check box on the request page 

B. When you create the pick, select the Include Serial/Lot No. Information check box on the request page 

C. When you view Bin Contents for the items, select the Show Serial/Lot Nos. check box 

D. When you print the created pick, select the Show Serial/Lot Number check box on the request page 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 7

Where in Warehouse Management Systems do you select number series for serial-number- specific item tracking? 



A. Warehouse Mgt. Setup 

B. Location card 

C. Item card 

D. Stockkeeping Unit card 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 8

Depending on the setup of Warehouse Management Systems, how can a put-away document be created in Microsoft
Dynamics NAV? Choose the 3 that apply. 

A. Automatically 

B. Using the Get Warehouse Documents function in the put-away worksheet 

C. Manually from the posted receipt 

D. Using the Get Source Document function in the Put-Away window 

Correct Answer: ABC 

 

QUESTION 9

When handling a warehouse put-away document, what actions can you perform on the put-away document lines?
Choose the 2 that apply. 

A. Split 

B. Update quantity 

C. Explode BOM 

D. Change unit of measure 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 10

You are a warehouse manager. After receiving a consignment of items with serial numbers, you learn that one of the
items was assigned an incorrect Serial No. How do you correct the mistake using the warehouse reclassification
journal? 

A. Edit the Serial No. field on the journal line for the item 

B. Fill in the New Serial No. field on the journal line for the item 

C. View the Item Tracking Lines window for the journal line and fill in the New Serial No. field 



D. Run the Assign New Serial No. function for the journal line 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 11

What items are stored in the open shop floor bin? 

A. Items that do not require picks or put-aways but are included in the production BOM 

B. Items picked for production 

C. Items output by production 

D. Items on internal picks or put-aways 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 12

How do you make the program move items according to FEFO when you use the movement worksheet for item-tracked
items? Choose the 2 that apply. 

A. Select the Pick According to FEFO check box for the location where movement takes place 

B. Select the Move According to FEFO check box when you view bin contents for a specific item 

C. Fill in the Expiration Date field on the movement worksheet line 

D. Leave the From Bin Code field empty in the movement worksheet 

Correct Answer: AD 
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